
ORDER NO. 09-093

ENTERED 03/19/09

BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION

OF OREGON

DR 10, UE 88 & UM 989

In the Matters of

The Application of Portland General
Electric Company for an Investigation into
Least Cost Plan Plant Retirement (DR 10)

Revised Tariff Schedules for Electric
Service in Oregon Filed by Portland
General Electric Company (UE 88)

Portland General Electric Company’s
Application for an Accounting Order
and for Order Approving Tariff Sheets
Implementing Rate Reduction (UM 989)

ORDER

DISPOSITION: MOTION FOR APPROVAL OF CHANGES TO
REFUND MECHANISM DENIED

I. INTRODUCTION

On November 20, 2008, Portland General Electric Company (PGE) filed
a motion for approval of changes to the refund mechanism adopted in Order No. 08-487. In
that order, the Public Utility Commission of Oregon (Commission) directed PGE to refund to
customers $15.4 million of Trojan nuclear generating plant costs, plus interest. We outlined
a refund mechanism in Order No. 08-487, but also invited the parties “to consider and
recommend any changes to these procedures to minimize the burdens placed on eligible
customers seeking a refund.”1 The Utility Reform Project, et al. (URP) and the Class Action
Plaintiffs (CAPs) filed a joint response in opposition to PGE’s motion on November 26,
2008.2

1 Order No. 08-487 at 105.
2 In Order No. 08-559, we suspended the refund requirements imposed on PGE for sixty days. Given URP and
the CAPs’ declared intention of requesting a stay of Order No. 08-487 from the Court of Appeals, we found it
imprudent to require PGE to incur expenses to process the refund when the order requiring the refund may be
stayed. After URP and the CAPs filed the motion for a stay on January 24, 2009, we issued Order No. 09-039,
extending the suspension period indefinitely pending the Court of Appeals’ decision on the motion. On
February 24, 2009, the Court of Appeals denied URP and CAPs’ motion for a stay.
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II. DISCUSSION

A. Parties’ Positions

1. PGE

PGE’s proposed changes to the refund mechanism were developed during
workshops with Staff of the Public Utility Commission of Oregon (Staff), URP, and the
CAPs, which were held in response to our invitation in Order No. 08-487 to further refine the
refund mechanism. PGE contends that the following recommended changes, which Staff
fully supports, will minimize burdens on customers, reduce the number of mailings, and
simplify the claims process.

• Make eligible customers with current accounts automatically qualified for
the refund with no need to file a claim;

• Allow PGE to use a third-party matching service to locate former
customers;

• Allow former customers to make a claim via a 1-800 number;

• Eliminate the need for PGE to mail letters to former customers that are not
located by the third-party matching service;

• Modify the newspaper publication requirements to add an additional
newspaper and to extend the notice from four to six consecutive weeks;
and

• Modify how the refund will be allocated to customer classes by combining
the Large General Service and Industrial customer classes into a single
class.

2. URP and the CAPs

URP and the CAPs contend that PGE’s motion to change the refund
mechanism adopted in Order No. 08-487 must be denied because it does not follow the
statutory procedures required for an agency to modify an order that has been appealed.3

They first characterize PGE’s motion as one for reconsideration. Based on that
characterization, they argue that the Commission may not reconsider the order without first
notifying the Court of Appeals and obtaining an allocation of time to complete the
reconsideration. They rely on ORS 183.482(6), which provides in relevant part:

At any time subsequent to the filing of the petition for review
and prior to the date set for hearing the agency may withdraw
its order for purposes of reconsideration. If an agency

3 URP and the CAPs raise numerous arguments in opposition to PGE’s motion. We find it necessary to address
only one of these arguments.
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withdraws an order for purposes of reconsideration, the agency
shall, within such time as the court may allow, affirm, modify
or reverse its order.

URP and the CAPs also characterize PGE’s motion as one to present
additional evidence to the Commission. Under this characterization, they argue that the
Commission or PGE must apply for leave with the Court of Appeals. They rely on
ORS 183.482(5), which provides:

If, on review of a contested case, before the date set for
hearing, application is made to the court for leave to present
additional evidence, and it is shown to the satisfaction of the
court that the additional evidence is material and that there
were good and substantial reasons for failure to present it in the
proceeding before the agency, the court may order that the
additional evidence be taken before the agency upon such
conditions as the court deems proper. The agency may modify
its findings and order by reason of the additional evidence and
shall, within a time to be fixed by the court, file with the
reviewing court, to become a part of the record, the additional
evidence, together with any modifications or new findings or
orders, or its certificate that the agency elects to stand on its
original findings and order, as the case may be.

Regardless of which provision applies, URP and the CAPs contend the Commission cannot
amend Order No. 08-487 without following these statutory requirements and conducting
additional proceedings.

B. Resolution

Whether ORS 183.482(5) or (6) apply in Commission proceedings is a
question that has not yet been addressed by the appellate courts.4 Although we are not
specifically exempt from those provisions under ORS 183.315(6), the provisions appear to
conflict with ORS 756.568, which provides:

The Public Utility Commission may at any time, upon notice to
the public utility or telecommunications utility and after
opportunity to be heard as provided in ORS 756.500 to
756.610, rescind, suspend or amend any order made by the
commission. Copies of the same shall be served and take
effect as provided in ORS 756.558 for original orders.
(Emphasis added.)

4 Whether these provisions apply in this case is even more uncertain because the Commission specifically gave
the parties permission to propose changes and refinements to the refund mechanism. Order No. 08-487 at 105.




